REV Connect can help you create innovative partnerships and accelerate your REV ideas.
INTRODUCING THE REV CONNECT ONLINE PORTAL

The REV Connect online portal is designed to bring companies and electric utilities together to accelerate innovation, develop new business models, and deliver value to New Yorkers. Whether your company is a developer of distributed energy resources, a cleantech startup, or in the Fortune 500, the REV Connect online portal is a central channel to submit your company’s REV ideas. When your company submits an idea through REV Connect, you’ll receive streamlined evaluation, expert feedback, and if successful, be matched with one of New York’s utilities and other potential market partners.

**Innovation Sprints**
An Innovation Sprint is a time-bound REV Connect submission process, where submitters of successful ideas will be invited to meet with investor-owned utilities.

**REV Briefings**
Read summaries of key REV orders, the types of solutions that REV is looking for, and explanations of REV terms like DSP.

**Utility Profiles**
Learn about the investor-owned utilities in New York. Content includes information on recent filings, demonstration projects, and more.

**Innovation Opportunities**
Always be up-to-date on the innovation opportunities that utilities and New York are interested in, as they broadcast priorities via the REV Connect portal.

**Submit an Idea**
If you have an innovative idea that you would like utilities to consider, submit it here. Information on process and screening criteria are also provided.

nyrevconnect.com